
Who were the Egyptians?

Ancient Egyptians: 3100 B.C-30 B.C

Tutankhamun
Tutankhamun or “King Tut” is probably the most well-known Egyptian pharaoh. One of the reasons is that his
burial tomb is one of the few that was discovered with everything still in it. King Tut lived around 1343 to
1323 BC, and because he was only ten years old when he became a pharaoh, he was called the ‘boy king’

The Pyramids
The Egyptians used their knowledge of maths to build pyramids that were shaped well and positioned
properly. Inside pyramids, there were different chambers that held things the king would need in the
afterlife. Pyramids also included shafts that pointed upwards, so the pharaoh’s ‘ba’ (soul) could escape. The
largest pyramid in Egypt is the Great Pyramid of Giza, which today is 138.8 metres tall. It might have taken
more than 20 years to build!

Mummification
When people in Egypt died, they were mummified – this was a long process of preserving the body, and designing a
coffin with painted pictures and writing. When the pharaohs (kings and queens) of Egypt died, they were mummified
and buried in large stone pyramids

Vocabulary

papyrus The Egyptians made paper from
reeds called papyrus – it’s where
we get the word ‘paper’ from

Hieroglyphics The Egyptians wrote in pictures
called hieroglyphics, each picture
means something

Pharaohs Kings and queens in Egypt were
called pharaohs. Egyptians
believed that pharaohs were
gods

Mummification The Egyptians invented 
mummification, which is a 
process of preserving a body.

Archaeologist The scientific study of material
remains (such as tools, pottery,
jewellery) of past human life and
activities

Sarcophagus A stone container that usually
houses a coffin and an Egyptian
mummy with carvings made on
the outside.

Egypt is a country in Africa. People have lived in that region for 
thousands and thousands of years they are called the Ancient 
Egyptians. They settled around the Nile River, and built 
pyramids that are still standing today. The Ancient Egyptians 
helped us learn a lot about maths, medicine and farming. They 
also made their own paper out of reeds called papyrus, and 
wrote using pictures called hieroglyphics.


